Email Categorization using Inherent Features and Fuzzy Theory
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose an email categorization method using fuzzy theory and inherent feature of messages set of email. The proposed method can automatically classify emails into category labels, which supports keyword search and directory search method to efficiently manage the classified result with relation to a large volume of emails. In addition, it can reorganize email category hierarchy regarding user’s viewpoint which enhances the efficiency of directory search for the recall rate.
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1 Introduction

Generally, email classification method can be classified into supervised approaches and unsupervised approaches. The supervised approaches have posed attention to solve the problem of detecting spam messages. Among the approaches used for classifying such spam messages, which are based on classification techniques such as support vector machines (SVM) \cite{1}, Bayesian classifiers \cite{2}, rule-based classifiers \cite{3}, etc. These approaches can well classify emails in connection with labels (i.e., classes) of category which includes representing the inherent features of emails. However, in the approaches, the preparation work has to be preceded before emails are classified.

Other approaches are based on unsupervised classification technique using clustering methods \cite{4, 5, 6} and data mining algorithms \cite{7}, which automatically creates a folder from a set of incoming messages for mail classification. But, these approaches achieve less performance of email classification than the supervised
approaches. In addition, the created labels cannot occasionally reflect the property of email set with relation to its class.

In order to resolve the above limitations of supervised and unsupervised approaches, this paper proposes an automatic email categorization method using an inherent feature and fuzzy theory. The proposed method has the following advantages. First, it is the automatic email categorization to classify emails and automatically creating email labels by using fuzzy association and NMF (non-negative matrix factorization)[8]. Thus, it can improve the quality of email classification since the clustered emails helps us to remove redundant information easily and to avoid the biased inherent semantics of emails with regard to email category labels. Second, the proposed method is unsupervised classification method which classifies emails without training and manual labels. So it can classify emails more quickly than supervised approaches. Third, a large number of emails are managed efficiently to support keyword search and directory search method. Final, the classified email set can be reorganized by using fuzzy product whenever a user is dissatisfied with the results of email categorization.

2 Emails Categorization Method

The proposed email categorization method consists of three phases: preprocessing phase, email category construction phase, and reorganizing email category phase.

2.1 Preprocessing

In this section, keywords are extracted from a Body and Subject of emails. The Rijsbergen’s stop words list is used to remove all stop words, and word stemming is performed using the Porter’s stemming algorithm [9]. Then, the email keyword frequency matrix $E$ is constructed from the email messages set.

2.2 Email Category Construction

The email category construction phase generates category labels by using semantic features of NMF, and then emails are classified to category labels by using fuzzy association. This phase is described as follows.

First, the keywords are extracted from the received emails, and then the email-keyword frequency matrix is constructed. Second, the email-keyword frequency matrix $E$ is decomposed into the non-negative semantic feature matrix $W$ and the non-negative semantic variable matrix $H$ by using NMF. The number of category label is set by the number of semantic feature $r$. Email category labels are selected using semantic feature matrix $W$, which the label is decided by keyword corresponding to an element having the highest value in column vector $W_j$. Final, we exploit the Haruechaiyasak’s [10] document classification method to classify emails into category label.
2.3 Reorganizing email category

In the reorganizing email category phase, email category hierarchy is reorganized by fuzzy relational product, whenever a user is dissatisfied with the results of classifying emails by the proposed email category construction method. Here, the relationship between category and keyword can be constructed based on the frequency of keywords in the corresponding email category label. This relationship enables a category to be regarded as fuzzy set comprising keywords and their membership degrees as members. The relationship of two category labels can be defined using the similarity of two category labels, and their similarity can be calculated in the inclusion degree of two fuzzy sets. Therefore, a similar relation of two different category labels can be created so as to reorganize a category hierarchy of email messages by using fuzzy relational product [11].

Reorganizing email category hierarchy is reconstructed from a similar relation of two different category labels by using Equation (1) and (2) with respect to the control of $\alpha$ value. The reorganizing root category includes all the categories and email messages. Emails in the category labels are reorganized by the inclusion of the email message between the child category labels. We use the implication operator defined for reorganizing email category as follows [11].

$$a \rightarrow b = (1 - a) \lor b = \max(1 - a, b), a = 0 \sim 1, b = 0 \sim 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$\pi_n(aR \subseteq Sc) = \frac{1}{|U_1|} \sum_{y \in U_2} (\mu_{aR}(y) \rightarrow \mu_S(y))$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

here, $\pi_n$ is a function to calculate the mean degree, the after-set $aR$ for $a \in U_1$ is a fuzzy subset of $U_2$ such that $y$ is related to $a$, for $y \in U_2$. Its membership function is denoted by $\mu_{aR}(y) = \mu_{aR}(a, y)$.

3 Performance Evaluations

We have conducted performance evaluation by testing proposed method and comparing it with 5 other representative data clustering method using the same data corpora. We implemented 6 email classification methods: TFIDF, MINING, TFIDF-DCH, PCA-DCH, NMF-DCH, and NMF-FA. NMF-FA denotes our proposed method. TFIDF denotes Mock’s method using vector model [4]. MINING denotes Manco and Masciari’s method using data mining algorithm [7]. TFIDF-DCH denotes our previous method using vector model and DCH [5]. PCA-DCH and NMF-DHC denote our previous method using DHC based on PCA and NMF [6]. The normalized metric $\overline{MI}$ evaluation results of NMF-FA is approximately 10.45% higher than that of TFIDF, 9.89% higher than that of MINING, 8.27% higher than that of TFIDF-DCH, 6.39% higher than that of PCA-DCH, and 3.63% higher than that of NMF-DCH.
4 Conclusions

In this paper we propose automatic email categorization method, and the architecture of a system to implement it. The proposed method uses inherent feature of emails and fuzzy theory to construct email category and reorganizing email category hierarchy. The method was tested in experiment which shows a high degree of flexibility, efficiency and effectiveness in the email categorization and category hierarchy reorganization.
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